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Introduction

This book is provided by DRGGroupers as a service to our cus-
tomers. It is intended to help our customers in any or all of three
different ways:

1. as a catalog of our software and services

2. as a manual of how to use our software or services

3. as an introductory reference to DRGs

This book is not intended as a general reference for Diagnosis Re-
lated Groups (DRGs). For general information about DRGs we re-
fer you to Wikipedia’s DRG entry,

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diagnosis_Related_Group

and to our own on-line Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page
for DRGs,

drggrouperstechblog.blogspot.com/p/faq_04.html

However, we often are asked general questions about DRGs and
different kinds of DRGs, so we provide our basic answers here to
guide prospective customers (and avoid having to answer these
questions on the phone or in email!)

ICD10 DRGs (v34 and Above)

On the first of October every year CMS (Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services, formerly HCFA) releases a new version of the
DRGs. So the 2016 DRGs were released on 01-October-2016.

The original DRGs were based on ICD9cm codes. After years of
postponement, DRGs based on ICD10 codes were released, start-
ing with v34. This was a relatively small conceptual change but it
was a major change in the software realm. We had to revamp our
product line in order to accomodate it.
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Most importantly, we shifted our products from backward compati-
bility to single-version support. This meant adding the version
number ot the names of our produects and simplifying our product
line.

DRG Basics

A DRG classifies an inpatient hospital stay on the basis of diag-
noses, procedures, age, gender and discharge status into one of sev-
eral exclusive groups. For v36, there are 761 DRGs, numbered
from 1 to 999 with some DRGs undefined.

There are three special DRG values: 0 (which means "not
grouped") and 998 ("PRINCIPAL DIAGNOSIS INVALID AS
DISCHARGE DIAGNOSIS") and 999 (which means "un-
groupable"). The rest of the DRG values have descriptions,
weights, LOS outlier trim points and mean LOS all of which de-
pend on the DRG version. (Prior to v33, DRG 470 was "un-
groupable.")

One step of the DRG assigment algorithm is assigning an inpatient
stay to an MDC (Major Diagnostic Category). Every MDC leads to
a limited list of DRGs. MDCs are sometimes used in analyses.
There is a pre-MDC which has no number (we call it MDC zero to
make our software developers’ lives easier) and 25 MDCs num-
bered 1 through 25. Each DRG falls into one and only one MDC.
The DRGs are not evenly distributed by MDC; for instance MDC 5
has 94 DRGs but MDC 20 has only 4.

DRG Historical Note

The original DRGs were invented at Yale University’s Health Sys-
tems Management Group (HSMG) in the late 1970s. The principal
researchers were John Thompson, a nursing guru, and Bob Fetter,
an Operations Research kind of guy. Ron Mills, co-founder of the
parent of DRGGroupers, was the technical lead and he was the one
who created the biostatistical analysis package, AUTOGRP, which
made the underlying research possible in real-time.

DRGs were adopted by the United States federal government’s
Health Care Finance Administration (HCFA) and first released in
1982 as version 2 (version 1 was the unreleased version which
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HCFA evaluated). Every year, on October 1st, HCFA releases a
new CMS DRG version.

In 2001, the United States federal government’s Health Care Fi-
nance Administration ("HCFA") became "the Centers for Medicare
& Medicaid Services" or "CMS".

In 2016, CMS completed the migration from ICD9cm codes to
ICD10.

DRGs are good for providing a context in which to analyze hospi-
tal stays. DRGs were designed to allow hospitals to operate on a
more industrial basis, with resource allocation and cost-center
analysis, all of which were very hip in the late 1970s when DRGs
were created. In a nutshell, DRGs predict likely resource con-
sumption for any giv en hospital stay, allowing one to determine if
the given hospital stay was too short, too long or just right.

Reimbursement

Originally, DRGs were designed to predict Length of Stay and
were not concerned with reimbursement. However, following a
study of their effectiveness as predictors of overall hospital re-
sources required to treat different kinds of patients, DRGs were
chosen by Medicare as the basis of the Prospect Payment System
for hospitals. Since DRGs hit the scene as part of a reimbursement
scheme, DRGs became linked with reimbursement in many peo-
ple’s minds.

Since DRGs measure resource consumption in the form of a nor-
malized weight, using DRGs for reimbursement not only makes
sense, it is easy: you multiply the DRG-specific weight by the fa-
cility-specific factor and voila! you have a reimbursement amount
for a given inpatient stay. Howev er, this additional step is called
"pricing" and is not part of the grouper per se; it is a separate pro-
cess which is not part of grouping. Software which makes this cal-
culation is called a "pricer." For convenience, most pricer providers
bundle the DRG grouper in with their software, which had con-
fused grouping and pricing in many people’s minds.

We are hardly experts on buying pricing software, but if you are
looking to buy it and are stuck, check out 3M

TM
Health Information

Systems. They seem to have lots of pricers out there in the world,
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so someone is buying them.

Federal DRGs

In the United States of America, the "official" definition of DRGs
is the one defined by CMS (formerly HCFA). Strictly speaking, the
CMS grouping algorithm is public, and anyone can implement it in
software. (There are books published so that one could even do
without the software and assign DRGs by hand.) However, CMS
has blessed NTIS as the distributor of the reference grouper, which
is written in IBM 360 Mainframe assembler. If you have an IBM
360-compatible computer, you can buy that grouper through NTIS
and run that.

Other DRG Definitions

While we usually mean "US Federal DRGs" when we say "DRGs,"
there are many different governments which have defined their
own version of DRGs. New York state defined their own. New Jer-
sey defined their own for a while. France has their own, as does
Portugal. Australia recently joined the club with their own version.

There are so many different DRG definitions because the federal
DRGs are a bit of a compromise: The creators of the federal
DRGs were constrained by the number of data elements that they
could reasonably expect any giv en hospital in the country to col-
lect. Furthermore, their baseline population is all Medicare pa-
tients, which skews the results somewhat.

As a result, the CMS DRGs are unambitious with respect to severi-
ty of illness and resource consumption and not appropriate to all
hospital populations.

Many groups have tried to extend the basic DRG concept to fix
these flaws. 3M

TM
/HIS sells AP-DRGs ("All Payor" DRGs). Yale

University’s School of Medicine came up with RDRGs ("Refined"
DRGs). CMS itself is working on SDRGs ("Severity-adjusted"
DRGs).

Since DRGGroupers is constantly asked about RDRGs®, we asked
the nice folks at HSC to give us a  blurb to put on our website to an-
swer this question. Here is their reply:
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The RDRG severity-of-illness software is a product of Health Sys-
tems Consultants, Inc. in New Haven, Connecticut. The software
groups inpatient hospital discharge data into DRGs and into sever-
ity classes within DRGs. The DRGs produced are identical to those
of the public domain DRG grouper from the Health Care Financ-
ing Administration (HCFA--now CMS). The software assigns pa-
tients to 511 DRGs and to 1198 Refinement Group (RGN) numbers
and is updated each year to conform to the CMS DRGs. Since the
software system can predict hospital resource use, it can be used to
improve hospital casemix analysis, analyze hospital performance,
evaluate physician performance, measure quality, develop budgets,
and to reimburse hospitals.

The RDRG severity-of-illness software was developed from a Yale
University study funded by CMS (formerly HCFA) entitled, "DRG
Refinement with Diagnostic Specific Comorbidities and Complica-
tions: A Synthesis of Current Approaches to Patient Classification."
The study, completed in 1989, was designed to adjust the DRG sys-
tem for the severity of a patient’s illness. For information about the
RDRG software, please contact Karen Schneider at

karen.Schneider@healthsyst.com

or call Health Systems Consultants at (203) 785-0650.

Diagnosis & Procedure Codes

The official federal grouper, version 2 through 32 inclusive, only
accepts ICD9cm codes (International Committee on Diseases, ver-
sion 9, Clinical Modifications) for both diagnoses and procedures
and ICD10 codes starting with v33. However, the American Medi-
cal Association has defined an alternative scheme for coding proce-
dures, which they call CPT (Current Procedural Terminology).
Many providers have chosen to code even in-house procedures us-
ing CPT. But if you want to group with CPT codes as input, then
you have to convert them to ICD9cm codes first. This conversion is
not a simple one-to-one mapping. Many vendors sell CPT-to-ICD
"crosswalks," but DRGGroupers is not one of them.
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Assigning DRGs

The next chapter in this book will focus on DRG assignment soft-
ware, so we will give only a cursory treatment here.

A DRG Grouper is a computer program or module which takes
those 5 clinical and demographic data as input and gives a corre-
sponding Diagnosis Related Group as output. The diagnoses and
procedures are encoded as either ICD9cm (versions 2-32) or
ICD10 (version 33 and above). The age is a small integer from 0
to 129. The sex is encoded as 1 for male, 2 for female and 3 for
unknown (don’t ask). The discharge status, also known as "dis-
charge disposition," is usually encoded either using UHDDS or
UB92 (both medical billing standards).

The standard CMS (formerly HCFA) grouper, ours included, will
accept up to 10 diagnoses (versions 2 through 32, inclusive or up to
25 after v32), the first of which is presumed to be the Primary diag-
nosis. Likewise, up to 15 procedures (versions 2 through 32, inclu-
sive or up to 25 after v32) are accepted, but their significance is de-
termined by the grouping process, so their order is not important.

The relevance of any diagnosis or procedure code is determined by
its attributes, which attributes are implemented as a "bit mask" or
"mask" or "bit string." (You may see any of these terms in our
documentation.)

The attributes guide the grouper in its use of any giv en code; for
instance, the attributes say whether or not a code is gender-specific,
or if it is allowed as a primary diagnosis. In addition to the infor-
mation encoded in the attributes, the grouper applies logic to actu-
ally classify any giv en inpatient stay into a single DRG.

DRG Properties

Every DRG has certain properties. Those properties are:

• A DRG description (70 characters wide, version-dependant)

• An MDC (see the glossary for details)
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• A Geometric Mean Length of Stay (GMLOS)

• A Weight (a normalized prediction of resource consumption)

• A Category: either "Surgical" or "Medical"

• A low "trim point" (the LOS below which lie the low outliers)

• A high "trim point" (the LOS above which lie the high outliers)

The DRGGroupers grouper returns all these and more: a set of
flags for each of the Diagnosis Codes and Procedure Codes so that
the caller can determine which codes were actually significant to
the grouping.

New in 2008: POA, HAC

As of October 1st, 2008, there are two new concepts in DRG As-
signment:

• A diagnosis attribute of "Present on Admission" (POA)

• Hospital Acquired Complications (HAC)

POA

The federal goverment is trying to get away from paying for medi-
cal mistakes; a common analogy is not paying a mechanic for a
new car window if that mechanic accidentily breaks that window
while fixing your brakes.

In order to avoid paying for medical mistakes, diagnoses are now
flagged as having been present on admission (POA).

The values for the POA flag are not, as one might expect, simply Y
or N; rather the following options are defined:

• Y  for Yes -N for No -U for Unspecified -W for clinically unde-
termined -1 for unreported / not used / exempt from reporting
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HAC

The logic which embodies handling the POA conditions is called
the Hospital Acquired Complications ruleset. Some hospitals are
exempt from the HAC, so the DRG assigment software has to be
able to accept a flag which indicates that the institution from which
these data come is exempt.

How To Use This Book

We expect that, in the usual case, the reader will start with this in-
troductory section and then go to the chapter on the specific prod-
uct about which the reader wishes to know more.

Note that the chapters often contain supporting information such as
sample code for calling program modules or screen shots of inter-
active products.

However, we understand that the specific chapter may contain un-
familiar jargon, so we provide the glossary at the end of the book.
We also understand that the specific chapter may contain unfamil-
iar concepts, so we provide a few explanatory chapters which im-
mediately follow this introduction.

Syntax Notation

When giving the syntax of commands, we try to follow the stan-
dard notation. To us this means that optional arguments are written
within square brackets, [like this], and required arguments are writ-
ten within curly braces, {like this}.

command-name [optional] {required}

Lists of possibilities are given within vertical bars, like so:

[a|b|c]

which means "a or b or c";
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Iteration is denoted by elipses, like so:

command-name {mode} [file...[file]]

which means "the command is called ’command-name’, the mode
argument is required and you don’t hav e to give a file argument
and you can give more than one file argument".

Link to M+H Consulting

DRG Groupers is a business unit of M+H Consulting. M+H Con-
sulting is a medical information systems company who created
DRG-related software to help them deliver service to their clients.
A number of clients wanted to buy the software without needing
any services, so M+H created DRGGroupers as a way of staying
focused on their primary market. M+H continues provide software
and technical support to DRG Groupers.

For more information on M+H Consulting, see their web site:

www.mhconsulting.com
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DRG Assignment Software

Software to assign DRGs is also called a "DRG Grouper" or just a
"grouper" for short.

If you are looking for general information about DRGs, please re-
fer to the previous chapter in general and the section "DRG Basics"
in particular.

If the jargon used here is unfamiliar to you, perhaps you will find
definitions in the brief glossary of terms at the end of this book.

POA, HAC and Exempt Status

As of version 26, which was released in October of 2008, the no-
tions of Present on Admission and exempt-from-Hospital-Ac-
quired-Complications were introduced into DRG assigment. Our
software supports these ideas if desired, and can ignore them as
well, if required.

How Groupers Work

Like any other piece of software, groupers can be described with
the Input / Process / Output model.

Input

There are five different parameters to a grouper which are needed
for every Electronic Medical Record (EMR) to which a DRG is to
be assign. Those parameters are:

• Patient age on admission, expected to be between 0 and 124

• Patient sex, coded: 1=male, 2=female

• Discharge status coded in either the UB92 standard or the
UHDDS standard
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• A list of up to twenty-five ICD10 diagnosis codes, in order of
significance

• A list of up to twenty-fix ICD10 procedure codes, in order of sig-
nificance (and sometimes called "surgery codes")

In order to assign a DRG, a grouper needs access to a list of bit
masks for every possible ICD10 code and code cluster. This list is
called "the masks file" and is DRG version-specific.

Process

The grouper uses these inputs to determine a DRG by applying
both a specific DRG version’s logic and the masks. As part of the
process, a Major Diagnostic Category (MDC) is determined as
well.

Output

In theory, a grouper could simply spit out a DRG for every input
record. In practice, ther are a number of other, related, data ele-
ments that the user finds useful:

• A return code, indicating success or failure of the grouping at-
tempt

• The MDC

• The DRG

• The Classification of the DRG

• A bit string of which Diagnosis codes were significant

• A bit string of which Procedure codes were significant
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Return Codes

A return code of zero means that nothing went wrong. Any other
value denotes a specific problem. For a list of the return codes for
any DRGGroupers product, please refer to Appendix B.
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Our Product Line

DRGGroupers sells both consulting services and grouper software
("groupers").

Our consulting services are documented elsewhere; this chapter is
about our groupers.

We sell an application, DRGFilt, which is intended to be used by
users to assign DRGs to arbitrary data sets. We support Linux, AIX
and Windows. You buy DRGFilt and then run it on your data.

We sell embedable and callable DRG Assignment Engines which
allow programmers to a DRG assignment to their software or data
environments. For example, as proof-of-concept, we used our VB-
callable DLL to add DRG assignment to an excel spreadsheet and
to an MS-Access application and then we made these into products
because many Excel users and MS-Access programmers did not
want to do the integration themselves.

For our programmer tools, we support either Linux or Windows in
our on-line store. If you want to support some other environment
or help in adding DRG assignment to your product or service, we
are happy to do that but through our consulting services.

We use an outside porting lab named Ready to Run to provide us
with UNIX platforms on which to develop and test, so for an up-to-
date list of UNIX variants that we support, please see their web
site:

www.rtr.com
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DRG Assignment Service

If you want DRGs assigned to some records and you don’t want to
buy, install and run the software yourself, then our DRG Assign-
ment Service (DAS) might be just what you are looking for.

Many of our customers are medical information analysts who do
not have an on-going need for DRG assignment. Instead, they hav e
the occasional dataset which they would like run through a
grouper.

For these customers, we started a service which we call our DRG
Assignment Service (DAS).

What Is The DAS?

The DAS works like this: you send us your dataset with some in-
formation about the file format and the record format. With that in-
formation, our software can find the data elements used in assign-
ing DRGs. We run your dataset through our grouper and return the
results to you along with a DRG summary report which gives you
an overview of your dataset’s DRG profile: a frequency distribution
of DRGs assigned and errors encountered.

Required Data Elements

1. Patient Sex, usually represented by ’F’, ’M’ and ’U’

2. Patient Age at admission, or Date of Birth and admission
date, from which we can calculate age at admission

3. Patient discharge disposition; see the Glossary for details.
(We can default to ’unknown’ if your data does not include
this element.)

4. Before v33: Up to ten ICD9cm diagnosis codes, in order of
importance

5. Starting with v33: Up to twenty-five ICD10 diagnosis
codes, in order of importance
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6. Before v33: Up to fifteen ICD9cm procedure codes, in or-
der of importance

7. Starting with v33: Up to twenty-five ICD10 procedure
codes, in order of importance

Version Processing Options

As part of the standard DAS, we offer two processing options: ei-
ther we will use any supported DRG version on all your records or
we will use the discharge date (which must be included in your
dataset) to determine which federal DRG version was in use at the
time of discharge and then use that version. Other methodologies
for determining what version to use are possible, but would fall un-
der the category of custom set-up programming and would require
a custom quote.

Turn-Around Time

We guarantee three business days, but we can often deliver same
day turnaround time if data is transferred electronically in both di-
rections. For on-line transfers, we prefer SCP but will use FTP or
email as required.

How Do I Send My Data?

You can send your data to us in any of sev eral common formats:

• Microsoft Access database, either Access 2007 or later;

• ASCII or EBCDIC text file with one record per line (either vari-
able-width fields with a separator or fixed-width fields are ok);

• SQL INSERT statements in a text file (either ASCII or
EBCDIC);

• MySQL database dump.
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What Do I Get Back?

As part of the standard DAS, we will return any combination of the
following data elements as fields in the output dataset:

1. Grouper Return Code (what error, if any, arose during
grouping);

2. DRG Version used to group the record;

3. DRG Number assigned the record;

4. Major Diagnostic Category (MDC) of the assigned DRG;

5. The resource consumption weight of the assigned DRG;

6. The official description of the assigned DRG.

What Do I Do Next?

That depends on which return option you specify. The return op-
tions are:

1. At the beginning of the output dataset;

2. At the end of the output dataset;

3. As contiguous fields starting at a given field number;

4. As separate records with the same ID as the grouped input
record (assuming that the input record has an ID field and
that you have told us which field to use as the ID).

If we send you the DRG as part of your dataset, then you load we
send you ON TOP OF your existing data. This would be any of the
first three options listed above.

If we send you a separate DRG dataset, the fourth option listed
above, then you load that separate dataset into a new table and link
your existing data to that table by means of the record identifier.
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Pricing and Custom Orders

In order to keep things simple all the way around, we offer this ser-
vice as a flat fee by number of records in the input. If you can pro-
vide your data in any of the supported input formats mentioned
above, then you qualify for the flat fee schedule. You can find the
latest fee schedule at

www.drggroupers.net/services

If you cannot provide your data in one of these formats, it is likely
that we can still help you, but you would have to contact us for a
custom price quote. You can find our up-to-date contact informa-
tion on-line:

www.drggroupers.net/contact-us/
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DRGFilt

If you are looking to assign DRGs to a dataset in batch mode, then
DRGFilt might be just what you are looking for.

DRGFilt is also configurable as a web service and as the basis of a
CGI script.

DRGFilt was originally implemented as a UNIX-style "filter," ie a
console application which reads from standard input and writes to
standard output and writes its error messages to standard error.
Non-filters usually read from a file and write to file.

With version 33, DRGFilt’s control file format and support was
greatly expanded when we switch to an INI file form. Now
DRGFilt jobs can be set up with all the parameters in the INI file.
This format is described in detail below. Note that the original filter
functionality is still available.

Staying Current

With the move to the ICD10-based algorithm we changed our
products to support a single version so the supported version is
now in the name, eg "drgfiltv36" or "drgfiltv36.exe" etc.

How to Use a Filter

There are two ways to use a filter: either as an application or a step
in a chain of processes.

Example of a filter as a process:

% filter < in-file > out-file

In this example, the program "filter" is reading from a file called
"in-file" and writing to a file called "out-file".

Example of a filter as a link in a chain of processes:
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% prog1 arg1 | filter | prog2

In this example, the chain starts with a program called "prog1"
which takes an argument, "arg1". The output of prog1 is passed as
input to a program called "filter" and the output of the program
called filter is passed as input to prog2.

A typical use of DRGFilt is to assign DRGs to exported data. Al-
most any database management system (DBMS) can export data as
text and import text as data. So the database administrator (DBA)
usually does the following:

1. export the data to be grouped as a comma separated value
file (CSV). Let us call this file "the export CSV."

2. run the export CSV through DRGFilt, creating new file
with the old data and the DRG in it. Let us call this file "the
import CSV."

3. import the import CSV into the DBMS, either overwriting
the data in the database or just importing the DRG by
matching on a key

Command Line Arguments

DRGFilt’s calling syntax is as follows:

drgfiltvXX {control-file.ini} [ini-file-group-name] [-q | -v | -l log-
file]

Because DRGFilt is a filter, you can also call it in this way:

prog1 | drgfiltvXX {control-file.ini} [ini-file-group-name] [-q | -v |
-l log-file] | prog2

or

prog1 | drgfiltvXX {control-file.ini} [ini-file-group-name] [-q | -v |
-l log-file] > output

The first argument is required: the name of the control file. See
"Control File" below.
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The second argument is optional: name of the group within the
control file which will be used. This argument is optional because
this argument defaults to "drgfilt".

In any position, "-q" means "quiet" or "minimal informational out-
put" while "-v" means the opposite: "verbose" or "maximal infor-
mational output". In any position, "-l" should be followed by a
valid file name to which informational output will be directed.

Control File

The control file controls how DRGFilt behaves. The model is the
old-time mainframe "job control" file: you can specify all variable
aspects of input, process and output.

The format is a version of the Windows .INI file format because we
find this a clear and simple format for parameter specification.

Each job definition starts with a name, which is inside square
brackets [like this]. (The .INI file folks call this a "group" so we
do too.) Parameters are then specified in the "name = value" for-
mat, one per line. While parameters can be given in any order, we
like to follow a simple convention to make the files easier for hu-
man to read:

[group-name]

job control

input specification

output specification

Job Control

These are parameters which control DRGFilt’s operation.

The "fixed-example" job processes the CMS test data set. The
"csv-example" job processes the same test data set, but reformatted
as a CSV which we find much more common in the real world.

[fixed-example]

format = fixed ; input file format: either fixed or csv

verbose = 0 ; no debugging information
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blip = 1000 ; give progress report every 1,000 records

blipeol = 0 ; 1=newline for progress report, 0=carriage return

batchver = 33 ; assign version 33 DRGs to this batch

maskdir = . ; directory in which to find drgmasks.v33

; no input file or output file, so this job is a filter

[csv-example]

format = csv (,) ; separator character is in parens

base = 0 ; field indices are zero-based, as opposed to 1-based, etc

inheaders = 1 ; 1=input column headers, 0=no input column headers

outheaders = 1 ; 1=want column headers, 0=no column headers

crlf = 0 ; type of end-of-line: 0=crlf (DOS), 1=lf (Unix)

blip = 1000 ; give progress report every 1,000 records

maskdir = . ; directory in which to find drgmasks.v33

batchver = 33 ; the DRG version to apply to this entire batch

infile = adt.csv ; input file name

outfile = x.csv ; output file name

verbose = 1 ; give debugging output

Input Specification

In order to group, DRGFilt needs the five inputs mentioned earlier:
patient sex, patient age, at least 1 and no more than 25 diagnosis
codes, anywhere from 0 to 25 procedure (surgery) codes, and a dis-
charge status. The input specification tells DRGFilt how to get
these elements out of the input.

; fixed-example, continued

; fixed-width input variables: name = length@offset

age = 3@0

sex = 1@3

ds = 2@4

dxl=8 ; dx length does not require an offset

poa= 7

dx = 200@23

sgl=7@0 ; pr length, offset is optional & ignored

surg= 175@223

exmp = 1@6

; -----

; these are already present from the CMS grouper:

; you could overwrite the incoming values if you wanted to

; drg = 3@603
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; mdc = 2@600

; rc = 2@598

; -----

; csv-example, continued

; input variables: name = index

inid = 0

bdt = 1

sex = 2

exmp = 3

ds = 4

; these there keywords are allowed to have lists as parameters.

; lists can contain single entries, ranges, or both. for example

; 1,2,7-22,50

dx = 5-29

poa = 30-54

surg= 55-79

adt = 80

; calcver gives the index of a field to be used as the date from which

; we calculate the appropriate DRG version. If any record’s calculated

; DRG version does not match the batchver, we skip that record

calcver = 80 ; NOTE: same index as "adt" because we are using the same field

Output Specification

The control file also tells DRGFilt where you want it to write the
results of its grouping.

; fixed-example, continued

; these are written out by DRGFilt

rc = 2@1760

mdc = 2@1762

drg = 3@1764

; csv-example, continued

; these are written out by DRGFilt

outid = 0 ; patient ID from input, whatever inid pointed to

rc = 1

mdc = 2

drg = 3

desc = 4

weight = 5
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morp = 6

outver = 7

Installation

To install DRGFilt, you put the DRGFilt executable in a directory
in the users’ search path (often /usr/local/bin), and you put the
masks file(s) and control file(s) in a directory which is readable by
the users (often /usr/local/drggrouper or /usr/share/drggrouper).

Typical Scenario

How is DRGFilt ususally used? Here is the typical scenario:

1. A database administrator (DBA) changes the database
schema to include a DRG for every record (and perhaps
other DRGFilt outputs as well, often the return code and
version).

2. The DBA exports a dataset from a database management
system, creating the file which is input to DRGFilt. Let us
call this file "the export file."

3. An analyst creates or customizes a control file for DRGFilt
which matches the format of the export file.

4. A programmer or power user runs the export file through
DRGFilt which creates output, which we will call "the re-
sults file."

5. The DBA imports the results file, overwriting the contents
of the database.

And, voila! every record now has a DRG assigned to it.
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Super Control File

Here is the control file we use to exercise every DRGFilt feature,
which should give you examples of all the new features:

; new format DRGFilt control file, with different groups for different purposes

;---------------

; this group is to process the standard fixed-width input file from CMS

;---------------

[fixed]

format = fixed ; input file format

verbose = 0 ; no debugging information

blip = 1000 ; give progress report every 1,000 records

blipeol = 0 ; 1=newline for progress report, 0=carriage return

batchver = 33 ; assign version 33 DRGs to this batch

maskdir = . ; directory in which to find drgmasks.v33

; fixed-width input variables: name = length@offset

age = 3@0

sex = 1@3

ds = 2@4

dxl=8 ; dx length does not require an offset

poa= 7

dx = 200@23

sgl=7@0 ; pr length, offset is optional & ignored

surg= 175@223

exmp = 1@6

; -----

; these are already present from the CMS grouper:

; you could overwrite the incoming values if you wanted to

; drg = 3@603

; mdc = 2@600

; rc = 2@598

; -----

; these are written out by DRGFilt

rc = 2@1760

mdc = 2@1762

drg = 3@1764

;---------------

; this group is to validate date-handling of a CSV

;---------------
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[csv-adt]

format = csv (,) ; separator character is in parens

base = 0 ; field indices are zero-based, as opposed to 1-based, etc

inheaders = 1 ; 1=input column headers, 0=no input column headers

outheaders = 1 ; 1=want column headers, 0=no column headers

crlf = 0 ; type of end-of-line: 0=crlf (DOS), 1=lf (Unix)

blip = 1000 ; give progress report every 1,000 records

maskdir = . ; directory in which to find drgmasks.v33

batchver = 33 ; the DRG version to apply to this entire batch

infile = adt.csv ; input file name

outfile = x.csv ; output file name

;outfile = blank file.csv

verbose = 1 ; give debugging output

; input variables: name = index

inid = 0

bdt = 1

sex = 2

exmp = 3

ds = 4

; these there keywords are allowed to have lists as parameters.

; lists can contain single entries, ranges, or both. for example

; 1,2,7-22,50

dx = 5-29

poa = 30-54

surg= 55-79

adt = 80

; calcver gives the index of a field to be used as the date from which

; we calculate the appropriate DRG version. If any record’s calculated

; DRG version does not match the batchver, we skip that record

calcver = 80 ; NOTE: same index as "adt" because we are using the same field

; these are written out by DRGFilt

outid = 0 ; patient ID from input, whatever inid pointed to

rc = 1

mdc = 2

drg = 3

desc = 4

weight = 5

morp = 6

outver = 7

;---------------

; this group is to process the CSV we created from the standard fixed-width input file from CMS
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;---------------

[csv]

format = csv (,) ; separator character is in parens

base = 0 ; indices are zero-based

;base = 1 ; indices are one-based

inheaders = 1 ; 1=input column headers, 0=no input column headers

outheaders = 1 ; 1=want column headers, 0=no headers

crlf = 0 ; type of end-of-line: either crlf or lf

blip = 1000

batchver = 33

maskdir = .

infile = testdbv33.csv

outfile = testdb.out.csv

; input variables: name = index

inid = 0

age = 1

sex = 2

exmp = 3

ds = 4

dx = 5-29

poa = 30-54

surg= 55-79

; these are written out by DRGFilt

outid = 0 ; patient ID from input

rc = 1

mdc = 2

drg = 3

desc = 4

weight = 5

morp = 6

outver = 7

;---------------

; this group is to process the CSV we created from the standard fixed-width input file from CMS

;---------------

[csv-validate]

format = csv (,) ; separator character is in parens

base = 0 ; indices are zero-based

;base = 1 ; indices are one-based

inheaders = 1 ; 1=input column headers, 0=no input column headers

outheaders = 0 ; 1=want column headers, 0=no headers

crlf = 0 ; type of end-of-line: either crlf or lf
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blip = 1000

blipeol = 0 ; 1=newline for progress report, 0=carriage return

maskdir = .

batchver = 33

infile = testdbv33.csv

outfile = testdb.validate.csv

verbose = 1

; input variables: name = index

inid = 0

age = 1

sex = 2

exmp = 3

ds = 4

dx = 5-29

poa = 30-54

surg= 55-79

; these are written out by DRGFilt

outid = 0 ; patient ID from input

drg = 1

; this group was added to support drgfilt-as-CGI helper

[cgi]

verbose = 0;

format = csv (ˆ) ; separator character is in parens

base = 0 ; indices are zero-based

inheaders = 0 ; 1=input column headers, 0=no input column headers

outheaders = 0 ; 1=want column headers, 0=no headers

crlf = 0 ; type of end-of-line: either crlf or lf

blip = 1 ; want something in the log

blipeol = 1 ; 1=newline for progress report, 0=carriage return

batchver = 33

maskdir = /var/www/cgi-bin/drgstuff

log = /tmp/me.out

; input variables: name = index

inid = 0

age = 1

sex = 2

exmp = 3

ds = 4

dx = 5-29

poa = 30-54
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surg= 55-79

; these are written out by DRGFilt

rc = 0

mdc = 1

drg = 2

outver = 3

weight = 4

mean = 5

morp = 6

desc = 7

dflg = 8 ; string of flags for which dx codes were used

sflg = 9 ; string of flags for which pr codes were used

; eof
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Excel-DRG

Excel-DRG is for end users who are comfortable using Microsoft
Excel and whose data is either already in a spreadsheet or can be
put into a spreadsheet.

If you are not comfortable using Excel or if you cannot easily get
your data into and out of spreadsheets then Excel-DRG is not for
you.

Note: as of version 26, released in 2008, the DRG version can have
either a ’p’ or an ’e’ or both appended to it. If there is a trailing ’p’,
it is assumed that the last character of every diagnosis code is a
POA flag. If the there is a trailing ’e’, then the source institution is
presumed to be exempt from the HAC. Thus "26p" specifies POA
support, while "26" does not.

"25p" does not make sense because before version 26, there was no
POA or HAC concept.

"26pe" specifies POA support (ie there are flag) but that the institu-
tion is exempt.

If you specify a version after 26 and you do not want POA and
HAC support, it is safer to specify "XXe" rather than just "XX", eg
"30e" instead of just "30".

Requires the DLL and Masks

Excel-DRG depends on our DLL for Visual BASIC and our masks
files, both of which are included in the initial purchase price.

Note that you will have to refer to the chapter on the Grouper DLL
for information about return codes, inputs and outputs.

Staying Current

Because Excel-DRG calls our DLL to do the actual grouping, you
can keep it up-to-date by buying a new DLL every year and leaving
Excel-DRG alone, assuming that the DLL API remains the same.
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Technical Details

Excel-DRG is a Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet and macro which
calls our Grouper DLL on every row. The results of the DLL call
populate columns in the spreadsheet.

Our grouper DLL has the same inputs and outputs as all our other
groupers. For details about how our groupers work, see chapter 2,
"DRG Assignment Software." In particular, there is a section on in-
puts to our grouper and its outputs.

Typically, the user makes a copy of the original spreadsheet and
works with the copy for every grouping project. The user then
pastes or imports her data into the copy, sets the version column
and calls the macro.

Columns of the Spreadsheet

The following is a brief description of the various columns of the
spreadsheet.

Column A: ID Number

This column exists to link this data to your original dataset. A bet-
ter name would have been "primary key".

Column B: Age

Required grouper input. See Chapter two for details.

Column C: Sex

Required grouper input. See Chapter two for details.
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Column D: Discharge Disposition

Required grouper input. See Chapter two for details.

Column E: Exempt flag

Required grouper input. See Chapter two for details.

Column F-AD: Diagnoses

Up to twenty-five diagnosis codes. Required grouper input. See
Chapter two for details.

Column AE-BC: POA flags

Up to twenty-five Present On Admission codes, corresponding to
the diagnosis codes: the first POA is for the first diagnosis code,
the second POA is for the second diagnosis code, and so on. Re-
quired grouper input. See Chapter two for details.

Column BD-CB: Procedures

Up to twenty-five procedure codes. Required grouper input. See
Chapter two for details.

Column CC: DRG Version

Required grouper input. See Chapter two for details.

Column CD: Use POA indicator

Tells the grouper whether or not to expect POA flags. See Chapter
two for details.
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Column CE: DRG

Optional grouper output.

Column CF: DRG Description

Optional grouper output.

Column CG: Grouper Return Code

Optional grouper output.

Column CH: MDC

Optional grouper output.

Column CI: DRG Weight

Optional grouper output

Column CJ: GMLOS

GMLOS stands for "Geometric Mean Length of Stay" and is often
abbreviated to just "LOS". Optional grouper output.

Detailed Instructions

Open your copy of mhdrgvb35.xls. The spreadsheet contains the
CMS test dataset. Before deleting these rows and populating the
spreadsheet with your own data, we recommend that you try to
group the test records. To do this, hit Ctrl-Shift-D (for DRG). You
should hear a beep and see a message that the records were
grouped. Next, you can delete these rows. DO NOT ADD
COLUMNS, DELETE COLUMNS, OR MOVE COLUMNS!
Next, populate the spreadsheet with your own data following the
format specified by the first row (column headers). Once you have
copied your data into the spreadsheet, run the grouper by hitting
Ctrl-Shift-D.
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Installation

Excel-DRG is delivered as a zip file. In the zip file you will find:

1. mhdrgvb36.xls (the spreadsheet itself)

2. vbdrgv36.exe (windows installer for the DLL)

In order for the Excel grouper to work, you must install both the
DLL (which automatically installs the masks file) and the Excel
spreadsheet. Double-click on mhdrgvb.exe to install the DLL.
Double-click on vbdrgv36.exe to install both DLL and the masks
file.

Once those are installed, you can populate the spreadsheet with
discharge data and run the Grouper. We highly recommend that
you copy mhdrgvb35.xls and use the copy as your working spread-
sheet.
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Access-DRG

Access-DRG is an interactive grouper.

Access-DRG is for Microsoft® Access users who are comfortable
using MS-Access and whose data is either already in an MS-Ac-
cess database or can be put into an MS-Access database.

If you are not comfortable using MS-Access or if you cannot easily
get your data into and out of MS-Access databases, then Access-
DRG is not for you.

Note: as of version 26, released in 2008, the DRG version can have
either a ’p’ or an ’e’ or both appended to it. If there is a trailing ’p’,
it is assumed that the last character of every diagnosis code is a
POA flag. If the there is a trailing ’e’, then the source institution is
presumed to be exempt from the HAC. Thus "26p" specifies POA
support, while "26" does not. "25p" does not make sense.

Note: as of version 33, released in 2015, our API was expanded to
include an exempt flag and a POA indicator. See the appendix enti-
tled "What’s New" for details.

Requires the DLL and Masks

Access-DRG depends on our DLL for Visual BASIC and our
masks files, both of which are included in the initial purchase
price.

Staying Current

Because Access-DRG calls our DLL to do the actual grouping, you
can keep it up-to-date by buying a new DLL every year and leaving
Access-DRG alone.

Note: as of version 33, you may require an update to Access-DRG
in order to assign DRGs to versions other than the version which
was current when you made the purchase.
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Technical Details

Access-DRG is a Microsoft® Access database and VBA module
which calls our Grouper DLL on every row. The results of the DLL
call populate columns in the database.

Our grouper DLL has the same inputs and outputs as all our other
groupers. For details about how our groupers work, see chapter 2,
"DRG Assignment Software." In particular, there is a section on in-
puts to our grouper and its outputs.

Typical Usage

Typically, one populates the database in Access-DRG however one
likes (text file importation, ODBC calls, etc) and then fills in the
form and then pushes the button to assign DRGs to every row.

After the DRG assignment has taken place, the DRGs are available
either for export or for dynamic access.
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Grouper DLL

The Grouper DLL is a programmer’s tool.

The DLL is the standard core grouping engine wrapped in a
Win32-friendly package. This means that the DLL takes essentially
the same input as every other grouping product and gives essential-
ly the same output. Therefore you can use technical information
provided about the inputs and outputs of the other grouping prod-
ucts and apply that information to this product.

Sadly, C and BASIC have different function calling conventions.
This means that a DLL compiled for C cannot be used by BASIC.
Thus all our DLLs come in two flavors. Please be sure that you or-
der the right one.

Choose the VB-Callable DLL (vbdrgv36.dll) to run with Access
and Visual BASIC applications.

Choose the C-Callable DLL (mhdrg.dll) to run with applications
created with Visual C++ (or some other Win32 C compiler).

Note: as of version 26, released in 2008, the DRG version can have
either a ’p’ or an ’e’ or both appended to it. If there is a trailing ’p’,
it is assumed that the last character of every diagnosis code is a
POA flag. If the there is a trailing ’e’, then the source institution is
presumed to be exempt from the HAC. Thus "26p" specifies POA
support, while "26" does not. "25p" does not make sense.

Staying Current

In order to stay up-to-date you have to buy a new one every year,
which includes the appropriate masks file.

Technical Details

The Grouper DLL is a Win32 Dynamic Link Library, written in
ANSI C and compiled either for use with Visual BASIC software
or for use with Visual C++ software.
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Distribution

The Grouper DLL is distributed with an installer to allow you to
install or uninstall it cleanly.

Calling DLL Functions

Whenever you call a function from a DLL, you must specify the
following:

1. the name of DLL file

2. the function prototype, ie what arguments the function
takes as input and what result the function gives as output.

The syntax for specifying this information varies from program-
ming language to programming language, but the essential infor-
mation to be conveyed is the same across all programming lan-
guages.

VB Example: DECLARE

In Visual BASIC, the statement you need is the DECLARE state-
ment. Refer to the documentation that came with your VB compil-
er for details.

Here is a DECLARE statement that worked for us in VB 5:

1: Private Declare Function mhicd Lib "mhicdvb.dll" ( _

2: ByVal which As String, _

3: ByVal file As String, ByVal code As String, _

4: ByVal retval As String, _

5: ByVal length As Integer) As Integer

All five lines are actually a single statement; the underscores at the
end are continuation marks.

Line 1 specifies the DLL (mhicdvb.dll) and the function name
(mhicd).
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Line 2 specifies that the first argumeent to mhicd() is called
"which", is passed by value and is a string.

Line 3 specifies that the second argumeent to mhicd() is called
"file", is passed by value and is a string.

Line 4 specifies that the third argumeent to mhicd() is called "ret-
val", is passed by value and is a string.

Line 5 specifies that the fourth argumeent to mhicd() is called
"length", is passed by value and is an integer. This line also speci-
fies that mhicd() itself returns an integer value.

C Example: Linking

The ways in which DLLs are exposed to applications varies be-
tween different C, or Visual C++, or C# implementations. You will
have to consult the documentation for your particular environment
for the details of calling out to DLL functions from your software.

We use LCC-Win32 and in this environment, the secret is all in the
linking:

lc -ansic tryit.c mhdrg.lib mhicd.lib -o tryit.exe

Note the references to mhdrg.lib and mhicd.lib; these are stubs
which allow the application to call out mhdrg.dll and mhicd.dll re-
spectively.

VB DLL API

The Application Program Interface (API) describes how to call the
various functions in the DLL. The API described in this section is
the VB-callable DLL or the C-callable DLL.
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MHDLLVER

The function mhdllver() is provided to give the programmer access
to both the highest support DRG version and the internal versions
of the DLL itself and its grouper logic.

Dim VerStr As String * 80

Dim MaxVer As Integer

’get the DLL version

MaxVer = mhdllver(VerStr, 79)

There are two parameters: a buffer into which to put the version
string and a maximum length of that buffer. Note that you have to
allocate the memory for the buffer outside the call because this
function does not allocate memory for you.

In Visual BASIC, this means using the DIM command with an ex-
plicit length.

MHDRG

In-place assignment means that a function takes a point to a vari-
able in the main program and then sets the variable in the main
program through that pointer. The alternative is returning a value to
the main program.

The function mhdrg() actually assigns the DRG and returns the re-
sults. In order to return multiple values from a single function call,
this function does mostly in-place assignment. In-place assignment
requires that the DECLARE statement for this function NOT use
the BYVAL keyword for these parameters

In order to get around the different ways in which different envi-
ronments handle binary numbers, most of the parameters are
strings even if they represent numbers. Thus patient age is a string,
not an integer.

ReturnCode = mhdrg(drg, mdc, myver, masksdir,_

mydstat, myage, mysex, mydxbuf, mypxbuf)
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There are eight parameters:

1. a pointer to an integer into which to put the DRG;

2. a pointer to an integer into which to put the MDC; ***
NEW IN V30 RE-RELEASE: MDC IS NOW SOME-
TIMES DEPENDANT ON THE THE PRIMARY DIAG-
NOSIS AND SO MUST BE RETURNED AS PART OF
THE DRG ASSIGNMENT *** If the DRG has the pre
MDC, which we represent as 0, then mhinfo() will return 0
for that DRG, but you will not know the particular MDC
for any giv en instance of that DRG. *** NEW IN V31 RE-
LEASE: mhinfo() NOW LEAVES THE MDC VALUE AS-
IS, FOR BACKWARD COMPATIBILITY.

3. a pointer to a string into which to put the DRG version;

4. a pointer to a string into which holds the full path to the di-
rectory in which to find the masks files;

5. a pointer to a string into which holds the Discharge Status;

6. a pointer to a string which holds the patient age;

7. a pointer to a string which holds the patient sex (1=male,
2=female, 0=unknown);

8. a pointer to a string which holds the diagnosis codes, sepa-
rated by commas *** NEW IN V30 RE-RELEASE: VB-
callable DLL diagnosis string ends with ’ˆ’ and each code
can end with a tilde (˜) and then the POA flag

9. a pointer to a string which holds the procedure codes, sepa-
rated by commas *** NEW IN V30 RE-RELEASE: VB-
callable DLL procedure string ends with ’ˆ’

Note: as of version 26, released in 2008, the DRG version can have
either a ’p’ or an ’e’ or both appeneded to it. If there is a trailing
’p’, it is assumed that the last character of every diagnosis code is a
POA flag. If the there is a trailing ’e’, then the source institution is
presumed to be exempt from the HAC. Thus "26p" specifies POA
support, while "26" does not.
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"25p" does not make sense because before version 26, there was no
POA or HAC concept.

"26pe" specifies POA support (ie there are flag) but that the institu-
tion is exempt.

If you specify a version after 26 and you do not want POA and
HAC support, it is safer to specify "XXe" rather than just "XX", eg
"30e" instead of just "30".

Return Code -1

The DLL has a special return code: minus 1 (-1). This code is a
generic "initialization failure" code, denoting any of the following
conditions:

• missing "sex" parameter

• missing "age" parameter

• missing "version" parameter

• missing "masks path" parameter

• "version" parameter < lowest supported version or > highest
supported version

VB Sample Code

What follows is a chunk of Visual BASIC which calls our Grouper
DLL:

Option Explicit

Private Declare Function mhdllver Lib "vbdrgv36.dll" (ByVal Buf As String, _

ByVal BufLen As Integer) As Integer

Private Declare Function mhdrg1 Lib "vbdrgv36.dll" (drg As Integer, _

ByVal DRGVersion As String, ByVal MasksPath As String, ByVal DischStat As String, _

ByVal PtAge As String, ByVal PtGender As String, ByVal DXList As String, _

ByVal ProcList As String, ByVal POAPresent As String, ByVal ExemptFlag As String) As Integer

Private Declare Sub mhinfo Lib "vbdrgv36.dll" (ByVal drg As Integer, _

ByVal DRGVersion As String, ByVal MasksPath As String, ByRef mdc As Integer, _
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weight As Double, los As Double, ByVal Desc As String, ByVal DescLen As Integer)

Private Declare Function mhdrgver Lib "vbdrgv36.dll" (ByVal MPath As String, _

ByVal Buf As String, ByVal BufLen As Integer) As Integer

Private Declare Sub mherrdesc Lib "vbdrgv36.dll" (ByVal errBuffer As String, ByVal errLength As Integer)

Public Function AssignDRG()

On Error GoTo Err_Group

Dim ReturnCode As Integer

Dim drg As Integer, mdc As Integer

Dim Desc As String * 80

Dim weight As Double, los As Double

Dim masksdir As String

Dim myver As String, mydstat As String, myage As String, mysex As String, myexempt As String, mypoa As String

Dim mydxbuf As String * 256

Dim mypxbuf As String * 256

Dim tempStr As String

Dim N As Integer, needcomma As Integer

Dim Val As String

Dim NumRecords As Long, NumErrors As Long

Dim LastRow As Long

Dim MyID As Long ’user’s record number

Dim myWS As Object

Application.ScreenUpdating = False

Application.Cursor = xlWait

’start in first row, DRG column

Range("CE2").Select

NumRecords = 0

NumErrors = 0

’get the path to the masks directory out of the registry, if you can

masksdir = "C:Program FilesndHsks

Set myWS = CreateObject("WScript.Shell")

tempStr = myWS.RegRead("HKLMtwarendH0 If Len(tempStr) > 0 Then

masksdir = tempStr & "sks

End If

’loop through records making sure DRG info is blank

’first, find last row

Do Until IsEmpty(ActiveCell.Offset(0, -81).Range("A1").Value) = True

ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Range("A1").Select

Loop
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’select DRG columns and all populated rows

LastRow = ActiveCell.Row

LastRow = LastRow - 1

Range("CE2:CJ" & LastRow).Select

’clear selection

Selection.ClearContents

Range("CE2").Select

’loop through records assigning drg info

Do Until IsEmpty(ActiveCell.Offset(0, -82).Range("A1").Value) = True

myver = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -2).Range("A1").Value

MyID = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -82).Value

’abort if version is blank

If myver = "" Then

MyID = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -82).Value

MsgBox "Version is empty for record # " & MyID & ". Cannot group.", vbOKOnly, "Missing Version"

NumErrors = NumErrors + 1

GoTo NextOne

End If

myexempt = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -79).Range("A1").Value

mydstat = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -78).Range("A1").Value

mysex = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -80).Range("A1").Value

myage = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -81).Range("A1").Value

mypoa = ActiveCell.Offset(0, -1).Range("A1").Value

’Loop through controls, getting their current values

’make string out of the diagnosis codes

tempStr = ""

needcomma = 0

For N = -77 To -53

Val = ActiveCell.Offset(0, N).Range("A1").Value

If Len(Val) > 0 Then

’append POA flag, if present

If ActiveCell.Offset(0, N + 25).Value <> "" Then

Val = Val & "˜" & ActiveCell.Offset(0, N + 25).Range("A1").Value

End If

If needcomma <> 0 Then

tempStr = tempStr & ","

End If
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needcomma = 1

tempStr = tempStr & Val

End If

Next N

mydxbuf = tempStr & "ˆ" ’ explicit end-of-data marker

’make string out of the procedure codes

tempStr = ""

needcomma = 0

For N = -27 To -3

Val = ActiveCell.Offset(0, N).Range("A1").Value

If Len(Val) > 0 Then

If needcomma <> 0 Then

tempStr = tempStr & ","

End If

needcomma = 1

tempStr = tempStr & Val

End If

Next N

mypxbuf = tempStr & "ˆ" ’ explicit end-of-data marker

’call the M+H grouper with what you got

ReturnCode = mhdrg1(drg, myver, masksdir, mydstat, myage, mysex, mydxbuf, mypxbuf, mypoa, myexempt)

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 2).Range("A1").Value = ReturnCode

If ReturnCode <> 0 Then ’drg assignment failed, alas!

Call mherrdesc(Desc, 80)

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 0).Range("A1").Value = drg

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Range("A1").Value = Desc

NumErrors = NumErrors + 1

Else ’drg assignment worked, hurray!

’get the particulars of this DRG from M+H dll

Call mhinfo(drg, myver, masksdir, mdc, weight, los, Desc, 80)

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 0).Range("A1").Value = drg

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Range("A1").Value = Desc

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 3).Range("A1").Value = mdc

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 4).Range("A1").Value = weight

ActiveCell.Offset(0, 5).Range("A1").Value = los

End If

NextOne:

ActiveCell.Offset(1, 0).Range("A1").Select

NumRecords = NumRecords + 1

Loop

Application.ScreenUpdating = True
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Application.Cursor = xlDefault

Range("CE2").Select

Beep

MsgBox NumRecords & " records were grouped with " & NumErrors & " error(s)."

Exit_Group:

Exit Function

Err_Group:

Application.Cursor = xlDefault

MsgBox Err.Number & "-" & Err.Description

Range("CE2").Select

Resume Exit_Group

End Function

C Sample Code

What follows is a trivial C program which calls our Grouper DLL:

/* tryit.c (c) 2002 M+H Consulting, LLC C-callable demo (BFH) */

/* Thu Oct 8 19:22:54 EDT 2015 BFH update for v36 */

/* Tue Nov 18 11:52:35 EST 2014 BFH test case for huron debugging */

/* Sun Oct 14 18:08:14 EDT 2012 BFH test case for v30 bug */

/* Sun Oct 3 11:57:46 EDT 2010 BFH support f28 */

/* 10/06/2008 made win32 and unix versions the same */

/* 10/11/2003 added bit-string of used dx’s and used procedures */

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#define DELIM "ˆ"

#define RETURNED 10

#define DRGVER "v36p"

#ifdef WIN32

/* standard library function */

extern char * strtok(char *, char *);

/* DLL functions */
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//extern int mhicd(); /* mhicd.dll */

extern char * mhdrg1(char *, char *, char *, char *, char *, char *, char *, int, int, char *, char *);

extern char * mherrdesc(void); /* cdrgv36.dll */

#else

extern char * errdesc(); /* cdrgv36.dll */

extern char * mherrdesc(void); /* cdrgv36.dll */

extern char * mhdrg1(); /* cdrgv36.dll */

#endif

int main() {

char * retval;

char * p;

char * a[RETURNED];

char * expected;

int i;

expected = "DRG: 614 MDC: 10 GRC: 00";

/* call the grouper, store results in reval */

retval = mhdrg1(

DRGVER, /* which DRG version you want */

#ifdef WIN32

"/mnh/dev/dll-i10/v36", /* path to masks files */

#else

"/drbd/mnh/src/SWIG", /* path to masks files */

#endif

"1", /* discharge status */

"55", /* patient age on admission */

"1", /* patient sex (1=male, 2=female) */

/* ICD DX codes */

//"D352 YE2740 NN390 YE871 NF05 NR630 NR110 YR0602 YD649 ",

"B5881 YI2101 ",

/* ICD procedure codes */

//"0GB00ZZ0YUY47Z02HR30Z0L8S3ZZ0P5N0ZZ0RJP0ZZ",

"021009302UG3JZ",

8, /* length of each ICD DX code */

7, /* length of each ICD procedure code */

"y", /* there are POA flags */

"0" /* this case is not exempt from HAC rules */

);

/* if there was an error, alert the user */

if (retval == NULL) {

#ifdef WIN32
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printf("M+H grouper argument or environment error: %s0, mherrdesc());

#else

printf("M+H grouper argument or environment error: %s0, errdesc());

#endif

exit(-1);

}

/* show the raw return value */

printf("Raw return value from mhdrg1:55s0,retval);

/* deconstruct return from mhdrg1() */

p = (char *) strtok(retval,DELIM);

for (i = 0; i < RETURNED && p != NULL; i++) {

a[i] = p;

p = (char *) strtok(NULL,DELIM);

}

/* last two return values are bit-strings of which ICD codes were

* used in the grouping

*/

puts("Deconstructed return value from mhdrg1:");

printf("rc=%s, mdc=%s, drg=%s, ovn=%s, weight=",a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);

#ifdef OLD_WAY

printf("%s, mean=%s, porm=%s0esc=%s0x flags:%ld, px flags: %ld0,a[4],a[5],a[6],a[7],dxu,pxu);

#else

printf("%s, mean=%s, porm=%s0esc=%s0x flags:%s, px flags: %s0,a[4],a[5],a[6],a[7],a[8],a[9]);

#endif

/* show what we should get */

printf("0xpected result: %s0,expected);

/* last two return values are bit-strings of which ICD codes were used in the grouping */

puts("0ignificant ICD codes:");

#ifdef OLD_WAY

for (mask = 1L,i = 0; i < 32; i++, mask *= 2L) {

if (mask & dxu) {

printf(" * DX code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}

}

for (mask = 1L,i = 0; i < 32; i++, mask *= 2L) {

if (mask & pxu) {

printf(" * Proc code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}
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}

#else

p = a[8];

for (i = 0; i < 32 && p[i] != ’ 00’; i++) {

if (p[i] == ’1’) {

printf(" * DX code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}

}

p = a[9];

for (i = 0; i < 32 && p[i] != ’ 00’; i++) {

if (p[i] == ’1’) {

printf(" * Proc code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}

}

#endif

exit(0);

}

/* This program should produce the following output:

-------------------------

Raw return value from mhdrg1:

0ˆ15ˆ391ˆ21ˆ0.1536ˆ3.10ˆMˆNORMAL NEWBORN

Deconstructed return value from mhdrg1:

rc=0, mdc=15, drg=391, ovn=21, weight=0.1536, mean=3.10, porm=M

desc=NORMAL NEWBORN

dx flags:1, px flags: 0

Significant ICD codes:

* DX code 1 was used

-------------------------

*/

/* eof */
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Perl Shared Object

The Perl shared object is a programmer’s tool. If you want to in-
clude this product as part of software that you sell or lease outside
your organization, you will need a Reseller’s License. Please refer
to Appendix D for details.

Since the Perl shared object (SO) is a compiled object, it is plat-
form-specific. You have to buy the Perl SO that was compiled for
your specific platform. Currently, we only supply the SO under
UNIX and UNIX-derived operating systems.

We use an outside porting lab named Ready to Run to provide us
with UNIX platforms on which to develop and test, so for an up-to-
date list of UNIX variants that we support, please see their web
site:

www.rtr.com

Note: as of version 26, released in 2008, the DRG version can have
either a ’p’ or an ’e’ or both appended to it. If there is a trailing ’p’,
it is assumed that the last character of every diagnosis code is a
POA flag. If the there is a trailing ’e’, then the source institution is
presumed to be exempt from the HAC. Thus "26p" specifies POA
support, while "26" does not. "25p" does not make sense.

Staying Current

In order to stay up-to-date you have to buy a new Perl SO every
year.

Technical Details

The Perl SO is an interface, written in ANSI C, from which a
wrapper was created with SWIG, an open source project to support
wrapper generation.
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Distribution

The Perl SO is distributed as a file to be installed in the appropriate
directory with the appropriate permissions. Since the directory in
which the Perl intepreter looks for shared objects varies from in-
stallation to installation, we cannot give precise installation instruc-
tions.

Calling Perl SO Functions

To call a function in a Perl SO all you have to do is load the SO
with the Perl "use" command. Then you can call functions within
the SO as if the SO were a Perl package.

Sample Perl Code

What follows is a test program we use to make sure that the Perl
SO is working. The package in which the Perl SO is wrapped is
called called ’mhdrg’.

The call to mhdrg1() should be self-explanatory. You will, of
course, have to substitute the correct version number, path to
masks files and grouper inputs and output for your installation and
your specific data.

mhdrg1() takes the usual inputs and gives the usual outputs. For
details about how our groupers work, see chapter 2, "DRG Assign-
ment Software." In particular, there is a section on inputs to our
grouper and its outputs.

# tryit.pl (c) 2002 M+H Consulting, LLC MH DRG test script

# Wed Oct 3 12:36:40 EDT 2018 BFH upgrade from v356 to v36

# Sun Oct 22 18:12:37 EDT 2017 BFH upgrade from v34 to v35

# Tue Oct 4 14:50:57 EDT 2016 BFH upgrade from v33 to v34

# Sun Oct 14 18:32:29 EDT 2012 BFH v30 bug test case

# Wed Sep 14 06:53:33 EDT 2011 BFH command line option to use source dir for masks

use perldrgv36; # M+H DRG package

$ver = "v36";

#$expected = "DRG: 614 MDC: 10 GRC: 00";

# call grouper, store results in $retval
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#$retval = mhdrg1(

# $ver, # which DRG version you want

# "/drbd/mnh/src/SWIG", # path to masks files

# "1", # discharge status */

# "25", # patient age on admission */

# "2", # patient sex (1=male, 2=female) */

# # ICD DX codes */

# "M154 Y",

# # ICD procedure codes */

# "0SRF0J90SRF0KZ",

# 8, # length of each ICD DX code */

# 7, # length of each ICD procedure code */

# "1", # are there POA flags?

# "n", # is this case exempt?

# );

$retval = mhdrg1(

$ver, # which DRG version you want

"/drbd/mnh/src/SWIG", # path to masks files

"1", # discharge status */

"52", # patient age on admission */

"2", # patient sex (1=male, 2=female) */

# ICD DX codes */

"I440 Y",

# ICD procedure codes */

"",

8, # length of each ICD DX code */

7, # length of each ICD procedure code */

"1", # are there POA flags?

"z", # is this case exempt?

);

# if there was an error, alert the user

if ($retval eq ’’) {

$msg = "M+H grouper argument or environment error: " . perldrgv36::errdesc();

print STDOUT $msg;

die $msg;

}

# just for prettiness, remove trailing blanks

$retval =˜ s/;

# show the raw return value

printf STDOUT ("Raw return value from mhdrg1:59s0,$retval);
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# deconstruct return from mhdrg1()

($rc,$mdc,$drg,$ovn,$weight,$mean,$porm,$desc,$dxflags,$pxflags) = split(//,$retval,-1);

print STDOUT "Deconstructed return value from mhdrg1:0;

print STDOUT "rc=$rc, mdc=$mdc, drg=$drg, ovn=$ovn, weight=";

print STDOUT "$weight, mean=$mean, porm=$porm0esc=$desc,dxflags=$dxflags,pxflags=$pxflags0;

print STDOUT "EXPECTED: $expected0;

exit(0);

# This script should produce the following output:

#-------------------------

# Raw return value from mhdrg1:

# 0ˆ15ˆ391ˆ20ˆ0.1517ˆ3.10ˆMˆNORMAL NEWBORN

#

# Decontructed return value from mhdrg1:

# rc=0, mdc=15, drg=391, ovn=20, weight=0.1517, mean=3.10, porm=M

# desc=NORMAL NEWBORN

#-------------------------
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PHP Shared Object

The PHP shared object is a programmer’s tool. If you want to in-
clude this product as part of software that you sell or lease outside
your organization, you will need a Reseller’s License. Please refer
to Appendix D for details.

Since the PHP shared object (SO) is a compiled object, it is plat-
form-specific. You have to buy the PHP SO that was compiled for
your specific platform. Currently, we only supply the SO under
UNIX and UNIX-derived operating systems.

We use an outside porting lab named Ready to Run to provide us
with UNIX platforms on which to develop and test, so for an up-to-
date list of UNIX variants that we support, please see their web
site:

www.rtr.com

Note: as of version 26, released in 2008, the DRG version can have
either a ’p’ or an ’e’ or both appended to it. If there is a trailing ’p’,
it is assumed that the last character of every diagnosis code is a
POA flag. If the there is a trailing ’e’, then the source institution is
presumed to be exempt from the HAC. Thus "26p" specifies POA
support, while "26" does not. "25p" does not make sense.

Staying Current

In order to stay up-to-date you have to buy a new PHP SO every
year.

Technical Details

The PHP SO is an interface, written in ANSI C, from which a
wrapper was created with SWIG, an open source project to support
wrapper generation.
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Distribution

The PHP SO is distributed as a file to be installed in the appropri-
ate directory with the appropriate permissions. Since the directory
in which the PHP intepreter looks for shared objects varies from
installation to installation, we cannot give precise installation in-
structions.

Calling PHP SO Functions

To call a function in a PHP SO all you have to do is load the SO
with the PHP "dl" command. Then you can call functions within
the SO as if the SO were a PHP package.

In our case, we use the following idiom that we found on the Inter-
net:

if (!extension_loaded(’mhdrg’)) {

if (!dl(’mhdrg.so’)) { // this should be in a protected directory

exit;

}

}

Sample PHP Code

What follows is a test program we use to make sure that the PHP
SO is working. The package in which the PHP SO is wrapped is
called called ’mhdrg’.

The call to mhdrg() should be self-explanatory. The rules for call-
ing mhdrg() are the same in Perl or PHP, so we refer you to the
chapter on the Perl SO for documentation on the mhcall() itself.

mhdrg() takes the usual inputs and gives the usual outputs. For de-
tails about how our groupers work, see chapter 2, "DRG Assign-
ment Software." In particular, there is a section on inputs to our
grouper and its outputs.

<?php

# tryit.php (c) 2002 M+H Consulting, LLC MH DRG test script
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printf("tryit.php (c) 2002-2015 M+H Consulting, LLC: MH DRG test script");

$ver = "v36";

if (!extension_loaded(’phpdrgv36’)) {

if (!dl(’phpdrgv36.so’)) { // this should be in a protected directory

printf("<h1>ERROR</h1><p>Could not load phpdrgv36.so...</p>");

exit;

}

}

# call grouper, store results in $retval

$retval = mhdrg1(

$ver, # which DRG version you want

"/drbd/mnh/src/SWIG", # path to masks files

"1", # discharge status */

"25", # patient age on admission */

"2", # patient sex (1=male, 2=female) */

# ICD DX codes */

"M154 Y",

# ICD procedure codes */

"0SRF0J90SRF0KZ",

8, # length of each ICD DX code */

7, # length of each ICD procedure code */

"Y", # are there POA indicators?

"n" # is this case exempt?

);

# if there was an error, alert the user

if ($retval == ’’) {

$error = errdesc();

print("Error: $error<br>");

exit;

}

# show the raw return value

printf("Raw return value from mhdrg1:<br>%s<br><br>",$retval);

# deconstruct return from mhdrg1()

list($rc,$mdc,$drg,$ovn,$weight,$mean,$porm,$desc) = explode("ˆ",$retval,-1);

print("Deconstructed return value from mhdrg1:<br>");

print("rc=$rc, mdc=$mdc, drg=$drg, ovn=$ovn, weight=");

print("$weight, mean=$mean, porm=$porm<br>desc=$desc<br>");

print(" EXPECTED: RC: 0 MDC: 10 DRG: 614<br>");

exit;
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# This script should produce the following output:

#-------------------------

# Raw return value from mhdrg1:

# 0ˆ15ˆ391ˆ20ˆ0.1517ˆ3.10ˆMˆNORMAL NEWBORN

#

# Decontructed return value from mhdrg1:

# rc=0, mdc=15, drg=391, ovn=20, weight=0.1517, mean=3.10, porm=M

# desc=NORMAL NEWBORN

#-------------------------

?>

?>
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C-Callable Object

The C-Callable object is a programmer’s tool. If you want to in-
clude this product as part of software that you sell or lease outside
your organization, you will need a Reseller’s License. Please refer
to Appendix D for details.

Since the C-Callable object (CO) is a compiled object, it is plat-
form-specific. You have to buy the CO that was compiled for your
specific platform. Currently, we only supply the CO under UNIX
and UNIX-derived operating systems. For Win32 environments,
we provide the Grouper DLL instead.

We use an outside porting lab named Ready to Run to provide us
with UNIX platforms on which to develop and test, so for an up-to-
date list of UNIX variants that we support, please see their web
site:

www.rtr.com

Note: as of version 26, released in 2008, the DRG version can have
either a ’p’ or an ’e’ or both appended to it. If there is a trailing ’p’,
it is assumed that the last character of every diagnosis code is a
POA flag. If the there is a trailing ’e’, then the source institution is
presumed to be exempt from the HAC. Thus "26p" specifies POA
support, while "26" does not. "25p" does not make sense.

Staying Current

In order to stay up-to-date you have to buy a new CO every year
which comes with the correct masks file.

Technical Details

The CO is written in ANSI C and should link happily into any ex-
ecutable created with any standard UNIX C or C++ or C# compil-
er.
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Distribution

The CO is distributed as a file to be installed in the appropriate di-
rectory with the appropriate permissions.

Calling CO Functions

To call a function in a CO all you have to do is link your ex-
ecutable with our CO and presto! you can call functions within the
CO as if the CO were a part of your software.

Sample C Code

What follows is a test program we use to make sure that the CO is
working.

The call to mhdrg1() should be self-explanatory. The rules for call-
ing mhdrg1() are the same in Perl or PHP, so we refer you to the
chapter on the Perl CO for documentation on the mhcall() itself.

mhdrg1() takes the usual inputs and gives the usual outputs. For
details about how our groupers work, see chapter 2, "DRG Assign-
ment Software." In particular, there is a section on inputs to our
grouper and its outputs.

/* tryit.c (c) 2002 M+H Consulting, LLC C-callable demo (BFH) */

/* HISTORY:

* Thu Oct 15 08:58:03 EDT 2015 BFH new mhdrg1() API

* Thu Oct 8 19:22:54 EDT 2015 BFH update for v33

* Tue Nov 18 11:52:33 EST 2014 BFH test case for huron debugging

* Sun Oct 14 18:08:14 EDT 2012 BFH test case for v30 bug

* Sun Oct 3 11:57:46 EDT 2010 BFH support f28

* 10/06/2008 made win32 and unix versions the same

* 10/11/2003 added bit-string of used dx’s and used procedures

*/

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#define DELIM "ˆ"

#define RETURNED 10
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#define DRGVER "v36"

#ifdef WIN32

/* DLL functions */

extern int mhicd(); /* mhicd.dll */

extern char * mhdrg1(); /* mhdrg.dll */

extern char * mherrdesc(); /* mhdrg.dll */

#else

char * mhdrg1();

extern char * errdesc(); /* mhdrg.dll */

#endif

int main() {

char * retval;

char * p;

char * a[RETURNED];

char * expected;

int i;

expected = "DRG: 614 MDC: 10 GRC: 00";

/* call the grouper, store results in retval */

retval = mhdrg1(

DRGVER, /* which DRG version you want */

"/drbd/mnh/src/SWIG", /* path to masks files */

"1", /* discharge status */

"55", /* patient age on admission */

"1", /* patient sex (1=male, 2=female) */

/* ICD DX codes */

"D352 YE2740 NN390 YE871 NF05 NR630 NR110 YR0602 YD649 ",

/* ICD procedure codes */

"0GB00ZZ0YUY47Z02HR30Z0L8S3ZZ0P5N0ZZ0RJP0ZZ",

8, /* length of each ICD DX code */

7, /* length of each ICD procedure code */

"y", /* are there POA indicators? */

"n" /* is this case exempt from HAC? */

);

/* if there was an error, alert the user */

if (retval == NULL) {

printf("M+H grouper argument or environment error: %s0, errdesc());

exit(-1);

}
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/* show the raw return value */

printf("Raw return value from mhdrg1:68s0,retval);

/* deconstruct return from mhdrg1() */

p = strtok(retval,DELIM);

for (i = 0; i < RETURNED && p != NULL; i++) {

a[i] = p;

p = strtok(NULL,DELIM);

}

/* last two return values are bit-strings of which ICD codes were

* used in the grouping

*/

puts("Deconstructed return value from mhdrg1:");

printf("rc=%s, mdc=%s, drg=%s, ovn=%s, weight=",a[0],a[1],a[2],a[3]);

#ifdef OLD_WAY

printf("%s, mean=%s, porm=%s0esc=%s0x flags:%ld, px flags: %ld0,a[4],a[5],a[6],a[7],dxu,pxu);

#else

printf("%s, mean=%s, porm=%s0esc=%s0x flags:%s, px flags: %s0,a[4],a[5],a[6],a[7],a[8],a[9]);

#endif

/* show what we should get */

printf("0xpected result: %s0,expected);

/* last two return values are bit-strings of which ICD codes were used in the grouping */

puts("0ignificant ICD codes:");

#ifdef OLD_WAY

for (mask = 1L,i = 0; i < 32; i++, mask *= 2L) {

if (mask & dxu) {

printf(" * DX code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}

}

for (mask = 1L,i = 0; i < 32; i++, mask *= 2L) {

if (mask & pxu) {

printf(" * Proc code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}

}

#else

p = a[8];

for (i = 0; i < 32 && p[i] != ’ 00’; i++) {

if (p[i] == ’1’) {

printf(" * DX code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}
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}

p = a[9];

for (i = 0; i < 32 && p[i] != ’ 00’; i++) {

if (p[i] == ’1’) {

printf(" * Proc code %2d was used0,(i+1));

}

}

#endif

exit(0);

}

/* This program should produce the following output:

-------------------------

Raw return value from mhdrg1:

0ˆ15ˆ391ˆ21ˆ0.1536ˆ3.10ˆMˆNORMAL NEWBORN

Deconstructed return value from mhdrg1:

rc=0, mdc=15, drg=391, ovn=21, weight=0.1536, mean=3.10, porm=M

desc=NORMAL NEWBORN

dx flags:1, px flags: 0

Significant ICD codes:

* DX code 1 was used

-------------------------

*/

/* eof */
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Appendix A: The MDCs

This is the list of MDCs in version 35.

MDC 0 Pre-MDC

DRG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 16

DRG 17 981 982 983 987 988 989 998 999

MDC 1 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

DRG 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

DRG 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 52 53 54 55 56

DRG 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

DRG 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

DRG 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98

DRG 99 100 101 102 103

MDC 2 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE EYE

DRG 113 114 115 116 117 121 122 123 124 125

MDC 3 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE EAR, NOSE, MOUTH & THROAT

DRG 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 146 147 148

DRG 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159

MDC 4 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

DRG 163 164 165 166 167 168 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182

DRG 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196

DRG 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208

MDC 5 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

DRG 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228

DRG 229 231 232 233 234 235 236 239 240 241 242 243 244 245

DRG 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259

DRG 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273

DRG 274 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292

DRG 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306

DRG 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316

MDC 6 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

DRG 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339

DRG 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353

DRG 354 355 356 357 358 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376

DRG 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390

DRG 391 392 393 394 395
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MDC 7 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE HEPATOBILIARY SYSTEM & PANCREAS

DRG 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418

DRG 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 432 433 434 435 436 437 438

DRG 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446

MDC 8 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM & CONN TISSUE

DRG 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466

DRG 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 475 476 477 478 479 480

DRG 481 482 483 485 486 487 488 489 492 493 494 495 496 497

DRG 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511

DRG 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 520 533 534 535 536 537

DRG 538 539 540 541 542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549 550 551

DRG 552 553 554 555 556 557 558 559 560 561 562 563 564 565

DRG 566

MDC 9 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE SKIN, SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE & BREAST

DRG 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 580 581 582 583

DRG 584 585 592 593 594 595 596 597 598 599 600 601 602 603

DRG 604 605 606 607

MDC 10 ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL & METABOLIC DISEASES & DISORDERS

DRG 614 615 616 617 618 619 620 621 622 623 624 625 626 627

DRG 628 629 630 637 638 639 640 641 642 643 644 645

MDC 11 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE KIDNEY & URINARY TRACT

DRG 652 653 654 655 656 657 658 659 660 661 662 663 664 665

DRG 666 667 668 669 670 671 672 673 674 675 682 683 684 685

DRG 686 687 688 689 690 691 692 693 694 695 696 697 698 699

DRG 700

MDC 12 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

DRG 707 708 709 710 711 712 713 714 715 716 717 718 722 723

DRG 724 725 726 727 728 729 730

MDC 13 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF THE FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

DRG 734 735 736 737 738 739 740 741 742 743 744 745 746 747

DRG 748 749 750 754 755 756 757 758 759 760 761

MDC 14 PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH & THE PUERPERIUM

DRG 765 766 767 768 769 770 774 775 776 777 778 779 780 781

DRG 782

MDC 15 NEWBORNS & OTHER NEONATES WITH CONDTN ORIG IN PERINATAL PERIOD
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DRG 789 790 791 792 793 794 795

MDC 16 DISEASES & DISORDERS OF BLOOD, BLOOD FORMING ORGANS, IMMUNOLOG DISORD

DRG 799 800 801 802 803 804 808 809 810 811 812 813 814 815

DRG 816

MDC 17 MYELOPROLIFERATIVE DISEASES & DISORDERS, POORLY DIFFERENTIATED NEOPLASM

DRG 820 821 822 823 824 825 826 827 828 829 830 834 835 836

DRG 837 838 839 840 841 842 843 844 845 846 847 848 849

MDC 18 INFECTIOUS & PARASITIC DISEASES, SYSTEMIC OR UNSPECIFIED SITES

DRG 853 854 855 856 857 858 862 863 864 865 866 867 868 869

DRG 870 871 872

MDC 19 MENTAL DISEASES & DISORDERS

DRG 876 880 881 882 883 884 885 886 887

MDC 20 ALCOHOL/DRUG USE & ALCOHOL/DRUG INDUCED ORGANIC MENTAL DISORDERS

DRG 894 895 896 897

MDC 21 INJURIES, POISONINGS & TOXIC EFFECTS OF DRUGS

DRG 901 902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 913 914 915 916 917

DRG 918 919 920 921 922 923

MDC 22 BURNS

DRG 927 928 929 933 934 935

MDC 23 FACTORS INFLUENCING HLTH STAT & OTHR CONTACTS WITH HLTH SERVCS

DRG 939 940 941 945 946 947 948 949 950 951

MDC 24 MULTIPLE SIGNIFICANT TRAUMA

DRG 955 956 957 958 959 963 964 965

MDC 25 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS INFECTIONS

DRG 969 970 974 975 976 977
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Appendix B: Return Codes

The following is a list of valid return codes for DRGGroupers
groupers, as of 2008. This list is provided to give you an idea of
what is returned. Please consult our on-line documentation for an
up-to-date list.

drggrouperstechblog.blogspot.com/2015/10/dae-return-

codes-error-reporting.html

1. means EITHER that there were no diagnosis codes given or
that the given principal dx code does not have an MDC (ie
is not valid as a principal dx).

2. means no DRG could be found to match MDC and princi-
pal dx.

3. means that the given age was not between 0-124.

4. means that the given sex was not 1=male or 2=female

5. is no longer used; Discharge Status is defaulted depending
on various factors (disposition status coding system, eg)

6. depends on various factors; for example, for some DRG
versions this means that birthweight was not between 200
and 9000 grammes.

7. means that the principal dx code was not a valid choice as a
primary diagnosis; the code may be valid, but it is not an al-
lowed starting point for assigning a DRG.

8. means that the DRG masks file could not be found or ini-
tialized by the run-time environment.

9. means that the DRG to be labelled is too high for the speci-
fied DRG version or that there was a HAC violation

10. means that the DRG masks file has internal structural er-
rors.
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Appendix C: Discharge Status

The following is a partial list of Discharge Statuses, coded using
the UB92 standard.

For a more complete list, please see the CMS web site:

www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-

Network-MLN/MLNMattersArticles/downloads/SE0801.pdf

01 = Home, Self Care

02 = Short Term Hospital

03 = Skilled Nursing Facility

04 = ICF

05 = Other Facility

06 = Home Health Service

07 = Against Medical Advice

08 = Home IV Service

20 = Expired

30 = Still a patient
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Appendix D: Software Licenses

There are the standard licenses DRGGroupers grants through our
parent company, M+H Consulting, LLC.

Reseller License

If you want to embed our grouper in a product you will be selling
on the market, then you need to negotiate a custom license agree-
ment. Please contact us for details.

Non-standard Licenses

Our licensing is negotiable and we have granted custom license in
past. If you have an arrangement you would like us to consider,
contact us.

Contact Information

You can find our up-to-date contact information on-line:

www.drggroupers.com/contact.html

Standard Client Software License

M+H Consulting, LLC grants to the purchaser a single CPU li-
cense for the accompanying software. The software may not be
used on more than one computer at the same time. The purchaser
shall not make copies of the software except for use as a backup.

The accompanying software is the property of M+H Consulting,
LLC and may not be distributed. The software may not be dis-
tributed as part of an application or external website without the
express, written consent of M+H Consulting, LLC.
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Standard Server Software License

M+H Consulting, LLC grants to the purchaser a single CPU li-
cense for the accompanying software. The software may not be
used on more than one computer at the same time. The purchaser
shall not make copies of the software except for use as a backup.

The software may run on only one CPU, "the server," at a time, but
no restriction is placed on how many client CPU’s can access the
server at a time. However, the purchaser may not put the software
on a server to which there is network access outside of the purchas-
er’s org anization. In this context, "organization" refers to parent
companies and their wholly-owned subsidiaries and business units.

The software is the property of M+H Consulting, LLC and may not
be distributed. The program may not be distributed as part of an
application or external website without the express, written consent
of M+H Consulting, LLC.
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Glossary

The following is a glossary of terms used in this book which may
not be familiar to the reader, especially the programmer who is try-
ing to embed a grouper in their software.

The definitions here are not intended to be complete; instead, they
are intended to make our descriptions and directions clearer.

Classification

DRGs are classified as either Medical or Surgical because some
conditions have both a surgical and non-surgical treatment path
and the expected resource consumption of the two paths are quite
different.

CPT Codes

The American Medical Association has defined a scheme for cod-
ing procedures, which they call CPT (Current Procedural Termi-
nology). For more information, go on-line:

www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/category/3113.html

DRG

DRG stands for Diagnosis Related Group. Inpatient medical
records can be classified into separate groups. Each group is identi-
fied by a number. This number is the DRG. Each DRG has various
attributes associated with it: the description, the Major Diagnostic
Category (MDC), the expected Length Of Stay (LOS), the weight
(a measure of how resource-intensive it is), a low trim point and a
high trim point.
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DRG Grouper

Software that assigns a DRG is called a Grouper. Groupers take
coded medical data elements as input and give a DRG as output.
The inputs are: age-on-admission, sex, discharge disposition, diag-
nosis codes (before v33, in ICD9cm; after v32, in ICD10) and pro-
cedure codes (before v33, in ICD9cm; after v32, in ICD10).

Up to ten diagnoses are considered and the diagnosis codes are as-
sumed to be in order of significance.

Up to fifteen procedures are considered and the procedure codes
are assumed to be in order of significance.

DRG Version

A new definition of DRGs is released every October 1st. Each new
definition is a new version, requiring a new release of the software
and a new masks file.

US Federal (aka CMS or HCFA) DRG versions are released in Oc-
tober of every year. Version 3 (the first version we support) was re-
leased in October of 1985. So if you are using calendar years,
1/1/2001 - 9/30/2001 would be covered by version 18 and
10/1/2001 through 9/30/2002 would be covered by version 19. And
so on.

The official release is on October 1st every year and we usually re-
lease our implementation of the algorithm by October 15th every
year.

Please specify which version you need for any of our products.

For our software, version numbers can be preceeded by an optional
letter ’f’ for federal (in the ICD9cm-based versions) and by an op-
tional letter ’v’ for version (starting with v33).
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Federal DRGs

The original DRGs were defined by HCFA (now CMS), a part of
the United State federal government. We call these DRG defini-
tions "the federal DRGs" For more information, see

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diagnosis_Related_Group

HAC (Hospital Acquired Complication)

This is a set of rules which change the DRG assigned for a non-ex-
empt institutation based on any POA flags which are present. This
was introduced in US federal DRG assigment with version 26, re-
leased in October of 2008.

ICD9cm Codes

The official federal grouper, version 2 through 32 inclusive, only
accepts ICD9cm codes (International Committee on Diseases, ver-
sion 9, Clinical Modifications) for both diagnoses and procedures.
There are two lists of codes: a list of diagnoses and a separate list
of procedures. Procedures were originally often called "surgeries".
The ICD9cm codes are defined by organ system and have a major
and minor component, often written

major.minor

ICD10 Codes

The official federal grouper, starting with v33, only accepts ICD10
codes (International Committee on Diseases, version 10) for both
diagnoses and procedures. There are two lists of codes: a list of di-
agnoses and a separate list of procedures. Procedures were origi-
nally often called "surgeries". The ICD10 codes of either kind are
alpha-numeric and have a maximum length of seven characters.
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Major Diagnostic Category (MDC)

The MDC is a kind of pre-DRG, a looser category from which the
appropriate DRG is chosen. Some analyses are based on this looser
category in order to provide a higher-level result. See Appendix A
for a listing of MDCs as they were in 2001.

Masks File

The canonical US government grouper, which we call "the federal
grouper", applies logic and masks to its input to determine the
DRG. The masks are code-specific bit masks representing various
conditions. Thus, in order to assign a DRG you need both grouper
software, which contains the logic, and the appropriate masks file,
which contains the masks.

For ICD9cm-based versions (2-32), we expect masks files to be
named

drgmasks.fN

where N is the version to which they correspond. So the masks file
name for version 8 would be

drgmasks.f8

and the masks file name for version 21 would be

drgmasks.f21

For ICD10-based versions (33 and above), we expect masks files to
be named

drgmasks.vN

where N is the version to which they correspond. So the masks file
name for version 33 would be

drgmasks.v33
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POA (Present on Admission)

In order to avoid paying for medical mistakes, diagnoses are now
flagged as having been present on admission (POA).

The values for the POA flag are not, as one might expect, simply Y
or N; rather the following options are defined:

• Y  for Yes -N for No -U for Unspecified -W for clinically unde-
termined -1 for unreported / not used / exempt from reporting

Return Code

Our groupers always return a code which indicate success (a value
of zero) or some kind of failure (a non-zero value). For details on
the possible kinds of failure, you can refer to the list in Appendix
B, or our tech support page on our web site:

Significant Code Bit String (dflg and sflg)

Not all the codes, either diagnosis or procedure, are significant in
determining the DRG. Our groupers will tell you which codes were
used in the DRG assignement and which were not.

This information is conveyed by a string of either ones or zeros.
For historical reasons, this string of characters is referred to as "the
bit string."

There are ten input Diagnosis codes, and so there are ten digits in
the Diagnosis bit string. There are fifteen input Procedure codes, so
there are fifteen digits in the Procedure bit string.

If a given digit is zero, then the corresponding code was not used;
if a given digit is one, then the corresponding code was used.

drggrouperstechblog.blogspot.com/2011/08/question-hi-

tech-support-pdf-is-very.html
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